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The ResearCh on Evaluation Program' is allorthWtet Regional
Educational Laboratory project:of research, deVelopMent, testing,
and :training designed to create new evaluation-methodologies for
use in educatio: .This. document is, one of a series of papers and.
reports produce y program staff, visiting scholars, adjunct
scholars, and pro ect collaboratorsall members of a coc.pqrative
network Ofcolleayps working -on the development of new
methodologies.'

What cost analysis work is currently being done in school
State departments? Is cost -effectiveness analysis'atrgly

.=:pragmatic alternative method for doing educational prograw
evaluations? These and related questiordare=addressed in this
report which contains a'transcript 'of a conference held to
discuss the practice, problems, and potentialof'doing
educational cost studies. Representatives of a regio:
laboratory, a state department of education,_ . ana two _hool:

.districtS recount their= own experiences and provide-unique '
-perspectives on:the potential utility:of:educational cost
analysis'studies.

Nick L. Smith,_ Editor
Paper and Report Series
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OCT ON

On may 18, 1983 a conference was held at NWREL- tb diSauss the
.

sEatua, of work on cost analysis studies. in education at the state
. .7 .

and local.' level. The conference waslbased-on a report completed

recently by Jana iCay Smith entitled "Case Reports .of Northwest

Regional Educatibnal Laboratory C9st%Studies" which examined 16
_

educational cost studies conducted by- NWREL staff. Earlier work

by Henry 1. Levin had identified foUr'predominant methods of cost

analysis in ed4cational eValuation: .cost- benefit, cost-effectiv

ness, cost-utility, and cost4feasibility. Because Smith had not

found apPlications of these methods, one reason for the conferT-

ence wa to tr§ t& leain if ehe four methods of cost analysis

were ,being employed 6y.state a local education evaluators. The
_

Conference also-presented an op nity_to (a) review smIth'
A _

report, (b) discuss .the problems of ing cost studies, and

.(c) explOra-the'futhre of cost analYsee in.educational evaluation.

Twenty -two people attended the nference, including

representatives from. NWREL -local and state education agencies

Oregon and Washington, a7' well as- Portland areannivereities..,
N

The following presenters were invited: to.
a I

The first'teatured speaker was ..1DIAJ_InjImal, a visiting

scholar with the'Researgh on Evaluatioh Ptogram, Jana, presented

her recently completed rePOrttwhich reviewed cost studies !,

conducted at the Northwest Regional EdUcational Laboratory

(NWRE) from 1978 tai982 The assessed tkie Current

practice of f-bont-analYsia in education and.Proposed a system to

help determine Cost needs-of a client requesting a cost study.

The.epcOnd featured spealcer;vas ameoonomiat

with the 'enter -- --for State StUdieS of NWRELe:l_iarryhad conducted--

the majority of cost studies

shared'his-experiences with

in educational settings.

reviewed in Sm*th's report and

PPlications of cost analysis methods



Finally, members of a panel which, consisted of local and

state education agency and NWREL staff discussed prospects for J

cost analysis methods_ in their agencies., All panel- members were

known for their interest in the area of, cost analysis, and for J.

their'axperience in the conduct of such studies. P&Ael members

included: Don'Egge, Oregon State Department of Education; Walt

Hathaway, Portland Public. Schools; ZenOKatterle, Beaverton
. -..

School District; and Robert Rath, NWREL.

The rest of this document contains a transcript of the

,Conference proceedings, including major presentations and

audiende diScussion. Its purpose is to (a) Make available the

ideas shared by the presenters, (b) stimulate debate on the

feasibility of conducting cost. analyses in educational

evaluation and lc) provide a practical perspective oA past,

preSent, and future application of cost analyses at local and

state levels.



CONFERENCE PROCMDINGS

Jana Kay Smith

I'havealreadyshared With you'copies of mY report entitled,

Case _Reports of Notihwest Regional Educational Laboratory Cost

Studies. The purpose'of the study described' it,was to

document the state of pradtice of cost studied in educational-

settings. The'way that we did this was, first of all, to

identify projects that had taken place; second, to abstract from

the written reports the procedures that were used in the

projects:, and finally, to conclude with interviews with. the

principal investigators to get subjective information On investi

gator and client satisfaction, information on utilization, and so

on.

I ideified 15 cost studies that fell into four categories.

If you refer to Table 1 in your reports, you'll see that, within
category one I found five projects (See Table 1). These projects

consisted of cost comparisons between two or more programs or

entities. In category two there were three projects that

described the costs of a single program or entity. In category

three, budgets and planning, there were three Studies, all of

which looked at budgeting or planning issues. And, finally,

there were four reports in the categoryI called policy analysis.'

I was quite surprised, when Itried to categorize these

reports. expected that the repoki,s would fall .into Levin's

four cost categories= cost - effectiveness, cost-benefit, cost-

feasibility, and cost-utility. However, when I tried to fit-the

reports into those those categories, 'I couldn't. So I went back

to -the studies -for. a second look at them to see what factors had
3

led to the types of methods that were used, and whether or not

alternative cost-analysis methods could have been possible.-

During the second review, I did find some cases where

alteinative cosi analyses were possible. For example, ididn t

classify Cases 1, 2 and 3 as cost-feasibility analyses, althongh_

in some sense they Could be Interpreted aS such Cost'



Cate my Case' Report Title
k

'1 Didtrict Ownership V5 Contracting forupil T anSpprtation,
.\

:Services: An Analysis

Table

Time in Number

Budget . months Pages,

District -1rship vs: Contracting for P4iil.Tran*rtation

ServiCeS: UP_.0
I

L, ----
renal Report and Hechmendations: Lake St- yens:A a transport-

ation deasibiiit Study

3 Final Report and.Recommendations: Yelm Area School, Bus

Cooperative Feasibility Study

Hawaii Secondary Analysis

(cost reproSents less than 5% orthis major study)

An Analysis of the Costs Of Student Activity PrOgraMS:

Final Re

The Education of Special Population_ in the Northwest and

Hawaii; A Regional Depiction Study,

.

Thelducation of southeast Asian Refugee Students in the

dorthwist andawaii

LEA. .1981 51000 3
4.

101

CSSO 1982 '9400, 82

LEA 1981 13 5Q0 64

tate Ekpen.dltu elnelysis: ts

10 montana Founclation Study; Final Eeport .

coSt'Factors anti-Fund Allocation in Oregon Migralit.Education

Jirogramshf

12. The Elementary and Secondary Education Consolidation Act of

1901; SEA 'Policy Options.

1 California and' Proposition 13: A Brief Analysis.

A' Brief Analysis of the Implementation of Idaho's 1% Initiative

1 Why,Property Tax Limitations, Won Aimit'Everyone's TA

SEA

CSSO

CSSO

CS50

CSSO

1978 75,000 13 350

,
1982. NA' NA

1941 smo 18

1979 1;666

1979. : 1,666

LEA- total Education Ageney

SEA E State Education Agency._ .

CSSO = ChiefStateScheol)Officers

NA r Not 'Available



feasibility analysis tabulates the costs fora' given program or

programs and compares th'ama costs to a In `other

words, is it feasible within- our economic, structure to support

this program? Caset 1,-2, and 3.were:not considered to be_.

post -feasibility-methods,A?eaeuse there was no explicit meht

of upper limits, or points beyon whicb an .alterriatiVe was- no

longer economically feasible.
.

.-
..Another lternativeanalysis that.L-thought was possible, for.

-thete three,studiea_was cost7effectivenesiCost -effectiveness

analysis forMa a ratio tetween the cost of 'the. program and a

non-monetary effectiveness measure, such a test scores. I

didn't consider Cates,l, 2, and 3 to be cost effectiveness

studies, bedause there-was no;mention.of the effectiveness of the

'alternative's, although it 'assumed by the pripOipal

Bator that each alternative provided the 'same quality of

transportation In7this sense_, effectivertess was assumed to be

eqtal across . all alternatives and was. not taken 'explicitly into

account. It could be argued, therefore, that the effectiveness

component of the.cost-effectiveness.ratio was equivalent and so

dropped out, leaving the cost figures to stand alone

At firs I thought that such an assumption was inappropriate.

Since then I've been doing more research,in the. literature, and

repeatedly found instances of the same assumption. One report

that Nick,Smith and rap across reviewed.-14 studies assessing

the cost-effectiveness of home'health care, versus hospital health

care. All ofthe reviewed stddies assumed,thit ttie alternative

care programs achieved the dame Althoughthough th'; title ,of
.

.

those articles implied a cost-effectiveness analysis of home

filalth care -prograMsu when you looked at the ttu let, there were
-

-no measures ofaffectiveness. Effettiveness -Wad assumed to

equivaliiit across programs and was -dropped out of the:cost-
.

effectiveness ratio_.

,.In Case 4, the Hawaii Secondary AnalysfP, cost was a'minorl'

be

but interesting part of the study. 'Thii'studit wgt intended to

provide a prescriptive model for utilizatiomof-ekisting data.

at l found in the report was that cost data were readily'



available,'and effectiveness data were very available, and yet

ihere was no attempt toimit_thesetwo together. When I talked

about this the principal investigator, however, a rationale

for not coi ning-the effectiveness and cost date.was provided.

Thene-was no tay to insure that' the programs

implemented acrosi s ools, so it would have

were uniformly '

been inappropriate

to pool the data and form c st-effectiveness ratios.
- .

In this case, it wep correct not to use cost -effectiveness

analysis. Hetwever, if the report was prescriptive in Order to
. /

provide a model for evaluation, why not encourage an attempt to_
insure uniformity of implementatiOn:_4crOss_schools,-; so that you- -
Could,_then combine the cost-and effectiVeriesa,datainto-d ratio ?. .

I also felt_that-in Cases 6 and 7 (although.1 may not be
,

entirely correct= in this)- -there could- have been a -potential for a

-cost-effectiveness -andlysis.._ These were federally implemented

'programs, where 1 felt-that there were most probably some

_ measures of effectiveness available which could have -been _.

compared to the program costs. _

Finally, Case 8 refers to Adopter's Guides produced by the

Lab which are designed to provide three perspectives on

impfententation of a program: (1) how to.develop a program

12) how to determine the costs of developing and running and

(3) how to measure its effectiveness. In the Adopter's Guides

that looked at, there-wasno-mention, -even-though=there- were-

7 models provided for evaluation, cif the-possibility:of combining

the:Cost data effectiveness data This seemed .to be an

omission-that_could be easily corrected. In thesesituati-ons
_ .

given-that the'guides.were prescriptive,- 1 felt costeffective-
.

_ .

mess methods ?mild have been suggested.,

The question =I have "WhYr-when the data we c-available in

some cases, and readily available in Others, weren't these more

sophisticated cost analyses done?" s there niat an interest

the relatic4Ship of cost-to effects? 1-f yoq will, refer to

Figure 1,1 developed a flow chart in ,orderto understand better

why particular cost methods were chosen.



. Is the casnt knowledgable'

about-Ost analysis methods

(anifein=tbeteforOsk

knowledgable' colt questions?),

ef

4:therea peed:torelate:

effictsor outcomes- to

costs

Is a cost-effectiveness _ Evaluator'siDle
9.er, cost-benefit study..

doable?

.

No

14)

(5)

yes

aFigure 1: Factors affecting.the choice o

. . e

Assist in verbaliza-

tion of cost question

and cndu4 study,

Assist in verbaliza-

tion of cost question

and investigate

alternative methods

Assist in verbaliza

tion of cost question

and investigate

alternative methods

cost= analysis method.



First, I wondered why people don't ask about cost-effective-

-nesseor ask-questions of-a Mote sophistidated-nature._

that the clients-don-'=t know that they-can ask these questions; or

they don't know:to_eay that ithey_:wantl.to-_see how- cost relates to

effects. -That could be:one-reason.

Second, it could be--,that=there is no reason to relate cost to-

effects. In. that case, cbSt-effeCtiveness or cost-benefit

lyses would be inappropriate: --:-you would be giving more to

--yEiurrclient,than would be.neces8Ary, or-than they would use.
-2 -

A third possibilit = an3 the one -that is of most interest to

me, is whetherl,or-not it's feasible to do a cost-effectiveness

-study. In the-cases I reviewed, it seemed that it was very

feasible; the data were already available! However, I have

frequently heard, and we may hear about this from our panel

members, that usually it's' simply too difficult to get the data.

You need for a costweffedtiven*ss study.. Comparative programs

are not in existence You cwilt get imiform_measures across =_

programs, d so op. It will be interesting to hear other

people'sperspectives on that. I won't run through Figurel

because I think it's self-explanatory. Basically, in the figure

what I do is. foll through the various alternatiVes I just_

mentioned and suggest the appropriate role for the evaluator

whether it be to carry out the request of the client, to edUcate

the client on cost-analYsiS methods, or to-uggest-alternative

methods.

Finally I looked at implications for future

cost studies; People not to know about cost-effectiveness

analysis; perhaps we need to educate clients, about the irifci

tion they can learn from their data about their programs.

Conversely, it may be that there is ,actually not that much

interest in, or need, to, relate cost to 'effect. In this case, we

should be developing methods that measure cost-feasibility or

budgeting. Finally, it may be that cost-effectiveness analyses

are simply not "doable" or feasible for educational evaluation.

Again

that, are more easonable or "doable."'

this case, perhaps-we should be promoting cost methods



-Levin'has proposed four cost-analysis methods= caste-

effectiveness, cost-benefit, cost-feasibility, cost-utility, and

has promoted them as being the primary methods of cost-analysid.-
. -

That is not what I found: Perhaps we need to investigate other

cost-analysis methods. Hopefully, the perspectives of our panel

ers will-help clarify this ismie,.andwill project for us the

-need for the different types of methodd. In addition, it-will be

interesting to hear about the successes that they've- had wi

these, methods, and techniques that they've used i

Audience Discussion

Question: -Will you you run through for me-again the defini

on-that you're using for dosteffectiveness," cOstbenefit,--and

costfeadibility? These are -not well defined.in the - literature.

Answer: _Cost-feasibility analysis tabulates the cost of the

program; it takes into account costs lone and compares those to

a ceiling Cost. For example, suppose You have $10,000 to spend

on a program. It will cost $12,000 to implement program A and

$9,000 to implement Program B; it is not feasible -to implement

Program A. According to our feasibility standard, we have to

mOlement Program B. That's cost-feasibility.

Cost-utility uses a combination of subjective weights and

ected outcomes. You don't take any measures of outcome ; but

rather-estimate-outcomes-and-Place- rtance-weights on-those

probable outcomes.- It's the Sane-logic as cost-effectiv_ness,

except-that y reguess ng-What the_outcomeswould be stead

measuring them.

!post-effectiveness _ a ratio between,a non-monetary

measure of effectiveness, such as a_test score and the program

cost -. Any traditiOnal outcome data could be,used -as effective-7

ness, data.

Cost-benefit places a monetary value on the outcome. For

example, computer Straining may result in a benefit of $5,000

increased yearly income, You form a ratio between that monetary

value and the cost of the program. Does that clarify it a bit?



Answer. Yes. _

there,-are no:other

_ Larry.

Larry Pious

Thank you.

giVe -the -floor

I was asked

because I was the principal

the studies that were criti

time talking about them

It is nice to have'someone

investigator.

--
colloquium largely

the vast majority of

in this report. I spent .a lot of

s-veryentOMbIle-

erested in-the work I've

ne.

report, I was Struck by

Ehat Levin suggests As,

driftsan_ final-dopy.--of_the

disparity'etween-the-four categories

to-appriach cost:analysis, and the

mpassed the Aidies we've done.four categories that e-

wohdering why this discrepancy occurred.

I've been familiar
_ .

most of the time I'

off in a very differe

reasons. One has-to

th-Levin's work and his s.r dies for

een at the La Why is it that we've gone

action? There are probably two

h the na ure of the client requests.
-

Wa'were usually asked

program costs, tha

two studies, Numberd 1

to provide the client with a description of

what we did. For example, in the first
- -

and la, -which were transportation stUdies,

we were asked to compare-the costs of two-alternative transporta-

tion systems. It was assumed that the outcomes of either option

were identical. A certain-number of children would be trans--
/

ported every day to
/

certain_ locationa; and we Weren't asked to

consider differences in the quality of the transportation

alternatives. /

In other studies such as the student activities, study that

we did with a.num er of districts in southwest Washington,

measures of outcomes seemed very difficult to obtain. We were

looking at extracurricular activities, such as hands, foot! 11

teams, etc., where outcome data were'difficult to obtain and

measure. Even trying to come up with some cost information was

very, 'very difficult In my view, the major goal of that study



was to try to help the_ school ts,establish a framework so

that they could conduct, cost comparisons between_programs in-the

future.- Similarly, -in-Cases 6 and 7 we were asked to describe

programs for special student lations, and for SOutheast Asian

udents. We weren't looking at outcomes -because we weren't

specifically asked to do so.

The pr-Ogram under which many Of the studies were done` has
primarily tried to be responsive to client requests.- I found

,

Jana Kay's flow chatt to be Very helpful it suggests- that

perhaps it's the _responsibility of the contractor, the evaluator

or economist\o- suggest to the client- that other -methods are

_available. Hopefully; we'll _integrate that _ascroach into our

future work.

The- second reason that- the categories in our work -were

different from LeVints, in.' the simplest form, is that I'm not an

evaluator. I hadn't thought of these studies as evaluations but
rather as_cost -studies or-cost-descriptions.- While-evaluators

often don't think of comparing outcomes with costs, as an

economist, perhaps I didn't think often enough abbot comparing
/ u

the costs to outcomes. Both sides need to be considered and

brought together.

What I'd like to dc; now, is talk 'about %%rays that school

districts and the Labogatory can conduct cost analysis studies in

e future. We need to look at bcith the short term and the-long

term. In the long term, cost-effectiveness and the cost-benefit

analyses requite a-great dea/ of fort and time In particular,

s'e= costeffectiveness, which Levin ms to feel is the most arppo-
e

priate in edii-eat ion, requires good evaluation measures.-: When you

start a-program, you don't have any outcome data available

immediately. Por example, in the early days of. Title I, the
;\ 1

xpected improvement in student achievement took much longer to
ow up than anybddy eected.- People sort of thought that withnt,

all of the money being spent on the .program, the kids would do

better immediately. HoWever, if I understand the literature,

correctly, 'it took nearly *five years for these gains to begin to



Ishow--up. Cost-iffe

plans_are-made_ncitel_

In-a=geoen_

ve future

col ect-da

sue- o Bdudation=_Evaluationan

U -that -,gibed e_to looking

at the cost-side things,

'as a constant thought

not sure we should say

do it for less money?

hold fectiveness measures

a a l ttle< extreme, as I'

-"Here =-=04tdom is; how can we

certainly rfne look= at ways in

whi an increase producti

the schools.- - that case, n

proposes, particularly cost-ffectivene-s

r a period of years, we can evaluate re

approaches to some programs, and we, can sa

ding with- less -rney, or did it -Cost us

direct resources to maximize -our =outcomesl

e -very

f alternatiVe_

we.40--the sate

In the short term, school districts stil

nnagement_and _budget i mis.-- Every,school dis

with either a constriction on funds og, a much flatter

is faced

rate of

groWth than they saw in the late 60s and 7Q . The issue is;

where_ do we cut our budget, not, where can we spend money on

_educational programs.- So there are some ediate needs as a

school superintendent or as a manager of school program strives

to make intelligent eoisions in putting 1 budget together.

that case, some of the worn that we have one, which attempted to

respond to those kinds of immediate ques ions, should be helpful

initiallY.

There are some dilemmas that cost

Levin shows us in his book one dilemma

effeo 1.ienest analysis that results

between two programs. What should w

erably more per-pupil achievement

a-unit-of achievement is lower In p

alysis can't ansyer.

sociated with cost

awing comparisons

program A has consid-

program B, but the cost of

ap 4? That is, with a

- fixed level of funding, we can increl e total achievement in a

school district more with program B than with program A-
.

program B is retained and program Ali dropped, then some

19

If



children are-not given the opportunity to achieve as much as they
G _ -

might have achieved, but more'ahiIdren will shdw a modest gain_ in

achievement. I don't think that this is a problem cost analysis

can answer, but rather one that sohool boards or school admini-_

strators -are- going to need to look at. It's a social question.

Given the fact that-resources are limited, we are put in the

position of havihg to-make decisions.within those contraints.
7

Some changes could be, implemented-without a 'preliminary

= analysis.= For-example, iteeeMs to me- that -ewe talk abOut-the

immediate future and dealing with budgt reduct --the Commis-
r

Sion on Excellence Report ha,been getting as lot of attention

lately--thre are some things that.can be done that appear to be

low-cost items. Michael Kir.st has reported that there are a lot

of th that can be done which don't cost much money. We can

work with teachers` to imProve the amount of time spent on direct

instruction during the day; can ask-them-to assign more

homework. These are -thingsthat shouldn't cdet too muah money

and hopefully will lead to increases in achievement and

performance.

There are some other possible changes that =are big ticket

items, such as increasing the length of-the school year; paying

teachers for 11 or 12 months of service; increasing the length cs

the school day; paying teachers more money. Those are very

ensive, and I don't see any way-that those can be done withou

applicatiCh of additienal resources*toeducation.

have been talking about two divergent streams. First, as

we start making decisions, some school districts have tax bases

that are not very secure these days and require short-term

budgeting considerations. On the news this mornihgv unded

as if most of-the 98 districts in Oregon Ehat had tax levies on

the ballot went down to defeat yesterday. So we have a lot of,

districts looking for money, and more and more of them are coming

closer and closer to closure before levies are finally passed.

That means that districts are constantly lodoking at their_

:budgets, reworking them, making decisions, making reductions,



V

to the last minute sometimes after the- fiscal-year ha
started. we need some ways ta Inake`Recisions{ in a short term
about- Where- those outs' are made.

Second ;_,-we .need -to start looking at our -pros raids and thinking
f relating:outcomes or effects to the costs, so that n the

future, as we-start doing some long-range planning, districts can-
make g deciSions that help maximize educational outcomes while
minimizing 'r costs. I think it's very tent that schools

- '
start thinkin . ately, whether- it's starting a new program,

,._

or -looking% at the current ones, to -plan cost analysiS into their

evaluations from the beginning, if they want to do a good cost

analysis-d
t
A g

contben-

analysis May be either cost-effectiveness or

However, both these methods have difficulties
associated with their res tive outcome -measures. .PA.- cbst

t_

benefit -analysis,- where you attempt to Timonetizeu eberything,
attractive because it lets you compare across all ranges of
programs. however, _ very difficult to do st-

.grade read ing prograi.
what the -effects on an

not quite sure how we cah.determine

ndividual's future earnings are going to
whether they were in reading program A or program B in the

first grade. That's why cast-effectiveness analysis seems to be

favored. Cost-benefit analysis may have some uses in vocational

education programs-or college- preparation programs where the-
quality of the program may impact the level= of schooling that the
person goes on to achieve. I think'cost-effectiveness is really

the one we- need to look at. We need to be very clear as we plan

our evalUation strategies as to what our measures of 'effective-

peas are, and whether 'or .not we can keep them consistent from

ar- to yesr, so that-we can-compare them to costs.
e've talked about' measuring outcomes; the other- big

how we measure costs. One of the things. that I found in

studies is that it 's- very difficult to get good cost data from
educational agencies,. II- have a feeling that at least one of our.

panel members will discuss this problem in more detail later.



Having served on a citizen budget committee for a school

district, I know some of the difficglties in determining cos

We've always struggled with that._ Schools traditionally haVe not

measured = 11 of -the true costs of any given program, including

relating administration and, other cost factors to the program

costs.' It makes it very difficult to compare programAto

program B.

r found in e st work I've done, that in many distr

lot of people rely ,heav=ily on the*school administrator to

det-ermine how a' program will be structured. Theassumptions made

rogrammatic structures will influence the outcome of an
,

evaluation report. de-evaluators-need-ballS -independent

e some 'laid decisions about what g program should look

like.- The additionof one teacher, administrator, or= computer

programmer can change the outcome. of a host analysis dramati-

11y,,partioularly. over a peripd'of years. .I've seen in a lot

our 'work that if the administrator would like to go a certain

y withaprogram,hecanload.staffhereorthere to make that,

happmn --to affect the outcome. In addition to knowing what the

costs are, we meed to be sure that we're-accurately determining

what the components of the costs are.

Finally, I'd like to conclude, by saying that cost analysis

really only one tool that school administrators are able to use

in making'decisions. They. all deal in a world that looks at many

factors which influence any decision being_made. Pure cost

analysis and the making of decisions only on the cost of some-

thing will never happen in a school district. I understand that

Beaverton is considering ,closing two schools-this week. saving

money is one important element in that, but as we're' learning in

Portland, there may be other factors that are, more important, as

we deal with the possible secession of a very wealthy and

supportive section of their district fro- the distrigt.

Political and social factors impact any school board's and

administrator's decisions in the'final analysis. It's very

important to always keep in mind that costs are only one factor



of =the'. s

in making a decision on wha

1 district will loak like.

program or structure

ere' -any questions?

stion: Were you su esting in your =including 'remark

ost-utility is the most.,needed technique?

Answer; No. I think Vat', cost-effectiveness
.... -

appropriate tee ique. However, an accurate cost-e fectiveness

analysis is prob not possible- today, because the data haven' t

been collected that allem us- to but it together. That's the

problem-ve-'ve run into consistently.- With the results of a good-
.

cost-effectiyeness.-analysis igion. -Can- be-made- about -what__-__ - -.

rogrammatic structure should look like. It gets -back to

some of the other social questions: do we maximize total

achievement in the district? do we provide the opportunity

those few children to achieve the most?, I don't 'think that that

s autonomous or that I want to make-that decision-based-only
. .

cost-effectiVeness data. There are other concernk that heed to

worked .out. The entire school community needs to look at

those issues as well:,

uestion: I uhars and it,. c;Dst-utility

value weights on different outcomes.

Answer: Right. 6st-utility places probabilities on the

likelihood of achievement. For example, the probability of

program A resulting in a One-grade level increase in math scores

s 50 percent, and for program B 'is 30 percent. These probabil-

ities.are then multiplied by importance or value weights.

Cost-utility analyses-can be helpful in making subjective

decisions, but I think it 4ould still be helpful. to really have

some good outcome data to help make those decisions.

Jana: We'll now move on to the panel.

Larry Picus'mentioned the-success or lack of it concerning
, _

the passage of Special operating levies. I'm still in the state

of euphoria. As one who works as close to a school board as I



do, there's one thing that look-at more closely than the

results of a levy cr tax base election and-that is the election

of board members. Most peo -Mississ the significance of a board

electson. .Ordinarily I don't comment on individual_ board members

or candidates. I'll simply say that the: recent election couldn't

_have* come out any better from my point of view. Rational

decision makingmay flower in part As a result of the elec

could have been quite, different.

I tried to think through how I would identify some type of

evidence or examples of cost analysis as practiced by an individr

ual district. The problem I had was trying to separate cost-

analysis-from the rote f. -It was more-useful-to me -to .

take the perspective of a rational approach to waking district

decisions. There is a variety of'evidenee to. support attempts-,to

be more rational, whether you put it in terms of program budget-
,

ing, being accountable, or just the general concern with

productivity.

I found it helpful to-1 k at what the district attempting

to do by using a rational framework,- and then to see how' cost-

analysis applies. As a matter of fact, I think that if you asked

repreeentatives from local school district boards what they Plink
t

of cost analysis, they'd shuffle their feet and try-to find an

excuse to talk about something else. They wouldn't know what.it

is, to:begin with, .and probably wouldn't be all, that interested.

If you asked the question from a broader perspective, you'd find-

that there's more evidence of attempts to cost programs and make

comparisons among those,Programs than we may realize. In terms

of change, most-of what happens at local district level involves

three ingredients. One of those, hopefully, is that the change

is in part based on rational decisions. It can be argued that

the attempts at cost analysis strictly on a rational basis

contributa information that potentially makes for better

decisions. It takes a lot mare than rationality, and I don't

think that's all bad. In addition to a rational base, there

usually has to be the right,political climate plus economic

necessity. It you can put those, three things-together the



change is possible. -I think, in fact, that characterizes

environment we're working in right now."

Larry implied that, at-least con a comparative basis, we're

dealing with less revenue to-do the same job, I agree. The

expectation is Mai' government will not continue to .grow in terms

the level of expenditures. Unfortunately, I don't think the'

expectation as to what we produce in the.way of service

declining. Quite the opposite is true. -The expectation

the-level of service to improve. Less revenue and increased

expectations have something to do with a heed for greater

effdciency. qo we have the real problem of gyinCto.provide an

roved level of service, with fewer dollars. This situation

will continue for the- foreieeiblefuture. Another factor is the

accountability movement. It is also related to the need for

efficiency. These two factora have done a lot to create a

setting .where cost analYsis is more feasible,' will be'taken more

seriously, and, frankly, is more necessary for making sound

program decisions.

With that in mind, tried to look for some' specific evidence

that perhaps'the uselor improved cost information is really

occurring. One thing-that struck me is that we have an over-

simplified perspective about School programs, We talk about.
(- -.

programs as though one program is the-same as'all 'other programs
,.'

with respect to-managing-and making decisions. That_is a

mistake. This is apparent when you are talking about cost data.

pport programs such as transportation, food services, 'and

maintenance, as opposed to instructional programs such as

language arts, and -science, are much more amenable to being

rationally managed in terms of program definition -1-what they

designed to do- and the measurement of the outcomes. 'The uSe of
. .

f-

.

t analysis is much-more upport
- . - -

ap licable when talking about support

as, opposed to instructional Programs. SUpport programs repre-

sented a substantive aspect of the school operation, and that's

where,.in experience, most of the cost analysis work is going

On. In many cases,' has been pretty_ good



coincidental to my observations that a number of the Studies

cited in Jana smith's report are support program, Such as

-transportation.

local district,, -used a process for five:years

that we call a progrankreview, which is based on technology that

was.developediZith zero-based budgeting, really better = described

as zero=based'planning. Our board, by policy, requirds.that each

year -we -look in a very thorough manner at between 20 to 30

percent of -the district's programs. There are approximately 45

programs, support and instructional.' Part o the review'ilolves

looking at what. kind of a program.would be provided
.

at different

--levels-of-funding, and-what-alternative structures could -used -' '

.

to continue-t0-apprdicipateor improve: on PrOgram performanoe.._

is can'tbe-done very well unlessironclearlY define and cost

the program andmake-tome assumptions About the podaible putdomes-
,

It has taken the district about five years to develop--- ,- _

attitudes, values, and:techniqueS,t6-mdke the re4lew process:work

- effectively. In the context of the program- review process,- there

are a variety of examples where,,costanalysis'has been-required.

In most cases,,it"s fairly'rudimentary and-rloesn't focus as:much
_ e :

-
a-Sitought to on results, but tends.to focus on cost:Compatisdn-

`or coat - feasibility. In transportation we've looked at things

like eomparing the:replaementOfbuses with theremanufadturing

of buses. We've looked.at,OeSelengines :compared to gasoline

engines. In risk management we've looked at-self-funding
r .

compared,to prMnium-based programs.- In facilities we've compared

the closure ofdiffereet schools, or combinations of schools.

.
We've looked at various energy-conservation features in new

buildings, Or'remodeling of existing buildings. -We'velooked at

different ways of `organizing and equipping our custodial staff-in

to achieve better results in relationship to cost.

In the educational area the district' attempting to put

-ether different scenarios and the associated costs, and

hopefully some definition of results with respect to implementing.

a kindergarten program. We will consider a combination of
.

contracting and operating our owl program at different service



levels... We're making various_ kinds of assumptions 'about what

kind of a/programswill be achievable, given certain limits,ron

ability to fund the program. That's proving infinitely-more

difficult than it was_with the support services examples at_i

previously cited.

One of the OrOblema experienced by the district is that our

constituents aren't all that wild about our trying out

aliernatives. /he ward is experimentation, a word you don't use

where I work.- Before implementing an alternative, you have to
-

almost simulate or. approximate what you think the results are
-.,

going to be and hope you've made the right decision. By the time

a major program change is put into place with all the political

commitment that's required, you're not aboutto throl it out two

or three years_later-and__say let's go to :another plan.":

Wha( are some of the results associated with the activities

which I've described? One result is a much better definition of

program. The cost-analysis aspect forces y6u right back to the

sort of thing:that Larry Ficus talked about, trying to figure out

_what you're doing, what Ae tie costs, and what- outcomes -you

expect. It's notaccidental that some of these data haye been

hard to come by.' Educators have purposely made it difficult to-

_define the programs.and the costs associated-with them. There

are some very good reasons for this and in part it has to do With

survival. Nevertheless, I think a greater value is being placed*.

on program definition, including the associated costs. an a

related basis, there is a different perspective about the-kind

cost information that is needed to make choices along with the

politibal, social, and policy issues that are involved.

Another beneficial outcome has been the willingness to begin

to look at alternatives. We are faced with a different reality.

With reduced funding, it's frequently a question of whether or

not we're going to be able to continue to operate a program. The

only basis on which the program can'continue is to restructure

and offer it at a different funding level, as opposed to throwing

it out Altogether. That's a different reality than the one we've

been used to, was "Hold everything where it is and we'll



just increment -increases on top The politIcs have changed

considerably and, as a consequence, people aren't willing to

accept the incremental approach. Am a result of the change,

're getting more accurate =cost` allocation and_description.

In addition, there is a recognition that rather than

incrementing, you. have to look at redistributing fundl. This

involves taking funds from some programs and adding to others.

This approach is better than undergoihg a process of gradual

erosion of everything. That would= lead to the mediocrity or

death of the organization. ,I think the awareness is there, which

means taking dollars awaycifrom-selected programs and putting them

elsewhere in order to continue to add and iMprove programs.

Though there may be fewer dollars to do the overall job, I know

no substitute for money

_Amother beneficial outcome is a multiple year perspective,
- -

rather than just Whagare we going to:dri_nekt year to get

through ?" That's not un trtPortant, and certainly a number' of

districts are in a survival mode and making it through next year

may- be the most.pressing. need to-consider, but I-think there is a

move toward looking at programs, their costs and benefits, over.

'more than a single year.

My first temptation was to talk about all of the problems

associated with cost analysis. The first problem I've already

mentioned--the lack Of awareness and appreciation of cost

analysis. There are a Umber of others. It's difficult to agree

on objectives.' We don't have very good measurement tools.

Alternative needs are perceived as experimentation. We haven't

yet figured out how to clearly differentiate between direct and

4ndirect'costs. We can't control as we might like to, for

outside variables. There is political resistance to the whole

idea, bath internal to the. staff and external to the.community.

There is a considerable lack of technology, skill, and tools.

You can look at the of problems.and say that's a mountain

'11 never get_over. I.. don't happen to believe it's

insurmountable The problems are_some of the realities and we

can face .them.



-Wbat-does the-:fu ure-holdfor cost analysis? ThisAs:always---

the safest-thing to-talk about-because-nobodY.knows for-sure, --A_
- _

study was recently-cOmpIeted by a task force, appointed-under the

-auspices of the Education Commission of the States. One of the

task force recommendations:is: -NEducator6 Must make'better-_-use-

of existing resources because no consensus:forA.ncreased invest-

ment in education can be built unless citizens are convinced that

schools are sufficiently produdtive. I happen to agree. My

point is that the need_to make betty -use of existing resources

isn't going::to go away., -and shoji' n't But ,there is considerably

more -work needed to adapt the cost - analysis concept, teohnology,----

and tools,-to the local-school situation.

In addition, we ate going to see.a differentiation in the_way

cost analysis is applied,among,various programs that a school__

district operates. I also think we'll See-variations apPliedto

instructional programs that might be guitedifferent:than what we

would see in support,lorograms, The'succeaS of cost analysis is

in part going tO:be combined with some other fairly :critical

issues, and those have-to do with-things like how willing we are

to operate with a number of alternative approaches. Selling the

idea of greater decentralization of authority and decision making

ithin-the school sYstem are also going-to have a lot to do with

the successful use of cost-analysis*n

Bob Rath

would like to start by underscoring what others have said,

and that is,that the economic conditiOns have a great deal of

influence on the way we look at things.. The historical mode is

to start throwing brickbats at the educational institutions.

That always happens when we have a. recession. We get a lot of

advice; such ds: reduce our offerings; don't do as much; don't

do so many things for So many kids and people; restrict access;

raise our standards; reduce opportunity. All of those kinds of

things, e're in that status at this point.



like ter tell-a-story-about thejtig,with-,s-moodeWleg._
This is about_the way_eduoation is being treated these days. A

salesman driving along in Eastern Oregon looked out as saw a pig-

with a =wooden leg. He was fascinated because he'd never seen a

pig-with a-wooden leg, so he_drove into_the farmyard and said

"I've never seen a pig =with a wooden leg. Would y9u tell me how

that pig_got-that-umxxien-leg?",-Thefarmer said-_-"Oh,_that's a

wonderful pig an- outstanding pig;-the stpig I ever had. One

night my wife and I were in bed and the house caught fire. You

know, that pig came over and made such a clatter, woke us up, got

us out of there and saved, our lives. A wonderful pig." The

salesman said "That still doesn't explain how he got a wooden

-leg." The farmer said, "Not only that, one time-:I was down on

the sou 40. tractor hit a soft spot, went over, and I was

pinned underneath. You kn v, that pig came clear= out there to

the south 40 and-rooted-around and finally got me out...saved.mY

life again.Wonderful pig." The salesman said, "You still

haven't explained how the pig got the wooden leg." The farmer

said rWell, a pig that good you wouldn't want to eat all at-oncel

Maybe education is getting treated like thata pig that good

we wouldn't want to eat all at once. Part of the circumstances

in which, we find ourselves is being faced with a whole series of

recommendations of how., to make things better, not tie least of

ch is tc make them better by spending less money. You've seen

many of he reports, such as the Commission on Excellence.

That's a way we get recommendations of how to improve education.,

The data base. may be very much askance, and the recommendations

may be very much politically motivaid; many of the interpreta-

tions are Nevertheless, I think' they are based on the iiremise

that we can improve education. School Improvement. Research and

'hie' Results of School Improvement Efforts are also a- set of

recommendations to us of how to improve schools. Notice those

two do not really talk about costs at all. Some people would

infer, as the National Education Association quickly did, that

the Commission on Excellence would cost multiple billions of

extra dollars from the federal government. Another famous



-erican interpreted it saying "Oh, that means we need prayer in
- - -

schools; voucher system, end tuition tax credits," -so it-depends
_ - ---

on how you interpret the recommendations.

1 have not read the report put out by the Foundation for

Oregon Research and Education, but 1 was struck by the news as it,

hit last night and this morning. This is almost a quote:

"Oregon education gets a poor grade. The study-says that Oregon

schools are getting the same performance in.spite of increased

dollar expenditures." Beautiful statement. If you delved into

e background'of that, from the_little 1 know, I think 1 could

make.the following statements. First, if you look at how costs

increased, and they have, the =teachers' salaries have probably

increased at a lesser rate than all of the other costs. Our

Inflation- of costs have beenAmithernOn -staff cost areas:

insurance fuel, -maintenance those kinds of things. The cdmmon, _ p those_ _

assumption out there is that the teachers are the ones that are

befiefiting. Second, we probablyhave more kids staying in school

longer; it's bound to cost more.

have -a_ bunch __that we!ye installed certain programs whete

the mode of service delivery is mandated and is amuch higher

cost.' I'm talking about special education. l could go to the

Commission on Excellence and to the Foundation for Oregon

Research and Education and say "1 have the way to solve the

problem. if you took off:the bOttom ten,percent-of'the,student

-population, got them out of -schrool, then allall =of these factors on

which -they-say-we*re.doing-so-badly would-be-changed and 'd_be

better than we were in the last 20 years." We have to- listen to

these recommendations with a great deal of skepticism.

Now, more on the notion of, cost analysis. I have some feel-

ings that so much of our cost and effectiveness work has been

pigeon-holed into what 1 would cell organizational dichotomies,

and perhaps this is the 'first place we have to. look. Some of the

-places where l gor the financial people and the economists are

called bean_counters. We also find evaluators get off by em-'

selves, outside_of the main stream of the organization.. It seems

to inc that one of the things that we have to- deal with is how to



get :those two very needed functions, -that- is, oostranalysis and
measurement and reporting, into theorganizational mainstream -of
the schools. I can't speak about hospitals or other place e, but
think it's true about schools. do-that, 14e--"re goi to have
to examine =-theunit Of-he analysis and-the- unit of.

accumulation. Most of -the, effectiveness work _ that is,
=

evaluation, has begun from a top_down demand, from the federal_

government, and we've all-been very carefully responding as much

as we need to to satisfy those federal responsibilities.
Second, it seems to me that the unit of analysis has primal

ily been in a school district. If you ask what the budget or

expenditure is, you can always find put what they are for a

school district. You can rarely- find it at a building level. It

ispassible, though. You can, at_ tinies, find program_definitions

and programs can be utilized as units of analysis, and

accumulation. It seems to -Me that with our current technology
and thinking,. the most logical -and promising unit of accumulation
is the. building level, and I would suggest that this would-have
e-greatest-promise for us- to look-at cost and effectat the

building level. There are going to be a whole series of things

that muddy the water because, as we all know, the variability in
coots tends to be-almost 100 percent variability in just the

teacher's salary alone, so you have to look at it-carefully.
Nevertheless, I believe that school-effectiveness research is
best implemented at the building level. I also think we can

adapt cost-analysis to a building level and come out ahead.

What this probably means is pretty careful negotiation of a

t Jof definitions,' and I'm not sure that cost-effectiveness and

cost-utility are the best set. Maybe we have to do some simpli-
,

fication. Maybe we have to look at what is the plan at the

building level instead; what. the budgets for that plan at the

buildi level? Men document what happened as that plan was
implemented and what it cost at the building level. Then 1

at the outcomes at the building ,level. All of this is completely

feasible at this time, and we can begin to look at the building

level as the unit of cost and effect. think we all know that
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it's the building _ level that is' the building block for budget

elections, whether it be.= school board member or budget elections.

But this negotiation: is of a set of common terms that can be used

year after year as a data base, not a study base, and not- as just

an information base, but rather as a data base at a building

level- Cost analysis is feasible and can be done, but hasn't

been done very well yet. Effv:tiVeness analysis can also be

done, and Nick Smdth, in his program, has led us to. new ways of

doing effectiveness_analysis. If you can do those separately, at

the building level, we can make sense out-of it.

_
Don Egge

thought a little about a title for this session. One was

iendly"

to Kill

Pity the" Poor Managern-or Can Cost Analysis be -User

An alternative I had was "Creative Cost Analysis, sir 3

a Bill by Referring-it to Ways and Means." T could go on

Jana Kay suggested that -- we g ive some of. our Own., experiences, and

then talk about the future. As I thought about thAtr I remem-

bered, as a high- sohodl principal Years!ago, my inability to make

a case for the needs of our school. T went an -to graduate
. .

-hool, taking the usual courses in economics, phblic finance,

school: finance, etc.-, as. part of the administration degree, 'and

still I was incapable of understanding and expressing fiscal

needs and impact.

My first year' in_a central office was as an assistant

superintendent in the Lincoln County School District,- a district

consisting of ten small communities. The district was struggling

financially when the new team of administrators arrived. Within

a few mOnths the district faced the difficult problem of what to

do with an aging bus fleet that was totally inadequate to' handle

the half-a-million miles to be covered each year. Our business
'

manager produced a single document, fairly simple, straight-

forward, but superb, which was presented to that board.' the

basis of seeing the history of the problem' we were facing and the

projection of the future, the board made a 'timely decision to
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sell, the buses and_get into a leasing program. was

correct decision for that time.

-a 'Superintendent a few years-later, reme er two

ncidents that really came hale to me. We had two = situations:

1) we=liad a grandstand burn down at Newport, and (2) we had a

`looker room in Siletz which seemed to constantly have 18 inches
-of water in, it, mostly on the girls' side. As the school board

started to deal with the two issues (reme , each of the

grincipals =in those ten small communities worked with the local

school committee, building up his own constituendy), each problem

was joined by, even` -other problem those principals wanted to

solve. The local school -committees-got-behind-them-,---and-we-had--

what could have been a very difficult confrontation between the

board and each local community. Because we were able to pull -the

problems apart and provide an analysis-of the individual

sub-problems within each issue, we were able to avoid a very

difficult time, fairly high degree of satisfaction of

those involved.

work at the state level and ThaVa'a--different7set-of-

problems from the_kinds Zeno was sharing with us W r face both
-

macro-and'micro issues.- We'have a-budget of 81i245,006000.:-.We-
-

must come to thelegislature every twoyearS and try 'to'prOvide

options for that body, which will result.: in good dedisionS. The

process isnot alway6 rationeir. It. is often saidthat whenthe

legislature is in town ho one, is nafe.- If you have. been watdhingi

what has been happening in this session, you know that it is

indeed a very irrational process. Nevertheless, we do go through

a series-of steps that start with very small pieces and which

grow and accumulate to very large kinds ofdecisions.

When we speak of grant in aid, i.e., distribution pfpayments,

to districts, we mean things such as a special-education formula

or distributing money to regions, to districts, to serve high

cost, low incident students. Or, when we were assigned to

administer the new block grant, we defined a formula for distri-,

bution to local districts rec nizing both student enrollment as

well as high cost studies.



n we work with -ilia. legislature on mule --td find

basic-school support, community college operations or any of the

ether categorical programs, we provide analyees that-hopefully

help the committees cope with those tough' decisions.

At- the -state level, almost every issue has a fiscal dimension.

Our biennial budget affects all segments of education. To obtain

approval, we go through a lengthy process: (1) reviewed with the

_state board, (2) reviewed with the governor I 5 office, (3) reviewed

by the Oregon Education and Coordingting Commission, (4) reviewed

the education, subcommittee of ways. and-means, (5) reviewed by

the full Ways and Means Committee, and (6) finally, by the

legislative body itself. If anything can survive that, in any

form of rationality, I'd be surprised.__ Every_budget we= submit is

based on a six - year -plan : the last full two years; the estimated

_o -years- of the-current b ienn ium;-- and- the -projected two- a. 1__

We're trying- to make cost projections that- effect local school

systems based upon-where things will be in 36 months, or even

longer.

As priorities are identified' and supporting analyses are

prepared, the state board is pulled between and among constitu-

ency groups that want more money for talented and gifted, the

handicapped, child development specialists, vocational education,

and the didadvantaged. At the same time, the board is aware of

the views of the governor and the legislature. The board has

come to the conclusion that a budget plan must be presented which

meets the need p of the education system of Oregon, even though it

may not be realistic in terms of.the funds available.

Within the agency, we develop a.varety of cost analyses- when

we have special problems. Some of those special problems affect

districts. For example, we might have the Secretary of State's

office telling us we4must change the indirect cost rater we must

pull federal money from' prOgraMS and use it tO. fund department

operations. Tb accomplish this assignment, we must understand

the 'balance of impact on.the- federal program on our _agency and on

pur distribution to lOcal systeMs



-
have -tried to look at our topic at the policy, management

_- _ -

and service levels. At the service level, one of our responsi-

bilities is to help local school districtS cope with the cost

analysis or management information-problems that they have. =You _

may be_aware of the managing-cost-creatively project we conducted

a year ago, in which we tried tc collect and share ways to-

conserve resources. For example, referred districts to other

districts which. had coapiled cost-analysis.- We shared the

Beaverton study on diesel versus gas buses, the Ashland study on

new approaches to roofing, and the process`that_the Portland

district used in managing cost reducbions. One of- the roles- that

have is to share that kind of information.
3

A second responsibility is to collect information from

districts for_state or federal purposes. One of the things we're

trying to learn is to develop our reporting forms in such a way

that the information given to the state by local distri,cts can

aIso be of use to the local districts.

At least one program in our department has taken the informs=

on given to us by local districts, transformed it into

management information, which has been fed back to the district.
You may be familiar with the work in the food services computer
program that translates raw data into a printout for the local

ood services or business manager. The retort describest some of

e-erelationships between costs and outcomes, such as meals per

labor hour. Our food service' people are able to circle factors

they want to call -to the attention of the =local food services

manager, following up to provide assistance and training for

making better decisions.

We were asked to. comment about future possibilities. my

comments are more reactions than predictions. We must remember

the difference between research and evaluation. I'm not a

ar, so I can't deal with Some of the refinements, but rather

than looking for truth, what we are looking for is-information to
help us decide and act. As a manager, I am willing to use my

judgment, my experience, and others to help me examine the,

information we have, and to translate it into good decisions.



-_ The _issue :before- us is- that we now have very little- management

information= available to us. -We-have- extensive data _ and -reports

not=-very much of :it_has been _translated _into management

information. However, I believe we've seen over the last decade

an increased willingness and ability to begin to create and

report management _information which is simple, direct and timely.
=

Data are not always - information. A _little information- may be
_

better than none, at all. We. may not need precision, but what We

may need are - trendsi- in terms of effectiveness-, productivity

act, -etc.- A rule-of-thumb might be to obtain the absolute

least amount of information npded in order to make a decision.

In order to do that, the manager must be, clear in expressing to

the analyst what is needed. Jana's premise is' correct that most

folks are-not prepared to ask_the right questions. _

We've heard some comments about the need for-cost-effective-

ness . I 'believe*we 're going to learn a lot about the subject

over the next 15 to 20 years. We may waver petween two extremes:

(1) there are complex, highly sophisticated reports that may not

be of much use= to the manager - or policy maker r-or- (2) there may

be, simple displays which allow the manager or licy maker to

review information sets when considering options. The second may

not meet the usual tests for validity and reliability, but the

manager is often willing to accept less than what we Often think

desired and needed.

One of the things I've learned is that there are some things

I can control and some I can't. When you talk about time, you

have .a state board that says you must have 175 days of schooling.

.You .have a local board that says how those days are going to be

organized. You have a school that says when the period will .,

start and end, and when the lunch hour will be scheduled. Ten

you have a teacher that's really responsible for most of the ,

academic learning time decisions when the ddor is closed. We

ought to learn how to deal with and recognize- those things that

are controllable, and those that are not controllable. We have

to respect the role, that each is to play and how we can use. that



to help make decisions at the va

each-the proper information.

ous levels.' We need to give

Secondly, I believe there is a lot of readiness for cost

analysis. During a period of fiscal constraint and return to-

conservatism; people are willing to look at things in a different

way. You don't really know whether it's because they're
-
Com-

mitted to good stewardship, or whether_ they just want to survive.

-We kno4,. foi example, that of all of the superintendent firings'

in the last couple of years, the root of each dismissal was =I

inability to manage costs. I believe the general readiness

real. -
- =

analysis can help us to make,better decisions. I would

challenge one of the statements made earlier in this session. r

--don't-think-it's wrong- to to conserve-educational -resources.--

I believe we must. We may even want to return some =of those

esources to the taxpayer, or at least broaden educational

ortunity when we find new efficiencies.

Finally, educational systems are complex social

organizations. They're not always rational; goals are diffuse.

These tools ought to help us identify and describe educational

problems while understanding the impact of potential solutions.

Let- us continue our search for improvements in our capacity to

gain 'useful information.

Audience Discussion

Question : I'd like to make an observation and perhaps get

really appreciated theDon's reaction to that observation.

insight you imparted with respect to the decision making procets

and how different kinds of information are used in that process;

I think that one of the deficiencies in evaluation is that it is

a professional field. You distinguish between evaluation and

research along these lines, and most evaluators, especially the

t young ones, have this desire to be elegant and sophisticated,and

reflect their research background in the approach that they take

in conducting evaluation, studies. They,pay lip service to the

ideA that the purpose of evaluation is to provide data

31



decision making, but very feW of them have= a very good grasp of

e nature of the decision makint proceas that they're feeding

data into Quickly, sow -=o the characteristics of that, as I

heard you define them, are idiosyncratic, context_debendant,

-complex in nature, and very ,difficult to. model. You-can't reach

out and grasp a particular decision-niaking model and assume that

t is in use. Maybe we need some mechanism that-would baptize
. .

evaluators into the holy water of decision making and drown a few.. .

Answer: You really captured a concern I have. Most research

can probably help us in evaluation; it can, be .useful for evalua-

tion and decision making. probably some evaluation,could be

useful to research. We do need to he clear about the difference.

I like your summary of the- ao laxity o decision making- made-
__

_the_comment_ItGive me _Tonly:-as mu information as -I_need.-" I_also

would like to say that _I may not always know what I need, so

there must be A communication and negotiation between the
decision maker and the evaldator, It is iniportante:that they
continually touch' bases to make sure- -they are together on the

issue. I -believe one danger is that you could- p_ut -on-such a

beautiful display that everyone would assume all variables were
included and, not give further thought beyond the report. I don't

think decision making and policy making.should ever he void of

experience, judgment, timing ,= and an understanding of the-

variables. Haiever, it isn't possible to include -all these

factors in a cost analysis. But, hopefully, the decision is

better when they are coupled with good information.

Walt Hathaway

Now that we've listened to Zeno's and Bob's and Don

speculations and observations on cost analysis and education in

general, I'd like to make a hard-hitting, data-based, scientific

presentation on the specifics of cast analysis in educational

evaluation. Unfortunately, I'm not prepared to do that I

therefore, will echo aril. perhaps argumant sentiments of the need

for a common sense approach to approximating _attainment of the

vision that many of us had through the mid-60s and early 70s



=

ing econometric els-and processes to education and

with true cost-effe tive modeling for informed

decisit=ins in education.

pers

d-; I' 11 -try to do that from a _local

I'vimmsntto_state allypothesispabout_the sad-state-of costl-

AnalysiM,ls im-pUblic-school evaluation, give some evidence for it-

and an --explanation of why I think the situation the hypoth4sis

descritwoes is the cape. I will then talk about the concept of

ost-e=rectiveness and the historical and theoretical problems

that 2 believe have
,
impeded our progress ,in making celst-

effecti-_,weness a central and effective aspect of educatidnal

valuat=zion. Finally, I will describe some of the things that we-

ars doi-Amg in the' area of cost-effectiveness and evaluation in

nrtlasa ,
a-system-and-as-a-department. In closingI-will

rake a couple: of very non-revolutionary suggestions.

hypothesis is that in spite of the lip, service paid to
A

cost amp program evaluation,,these studies have not been, and are

eat typ-ipally now,-a,primary concern of the school-district

waluah -ion units. When Costs have been a concern, they have

aually- not been competently or comprehensively dealt wit

ence for the above hypothesis is to be found in the

,llterat-iare_that you all monitor and are aware of. When was the

last ti._ne you read an evaluation that dealt with the cost and

evalua-i-cn and linking of the two in some incisive way? I

reflect' back on the last ten years or more- of meetings og a

nation& M group of directors of research and evaluation that I

attend: .metash year the day before'the American Educational Research

ASSOCi8L-AtiOn annual meeting's, I find that rarely has s-the issue of
.

,cost -amammlysis and evaluation come up at these meetings designed -'

wshareme concerns. Similarly, Division FP,'which is the'prograM

evaluation and development division of:AMA, has for some years-
.,

MN beetImm giving out awards'for the,,best work in evaluation'around

the.coummtry. Hundreds of people doing evaluation send in their

best wocmck for review. chaired this proC'essa couple of ye- rs

ago and have monitored it since, r lodked overf,as part of our

preparaion for coming over here, the list of this year's awards.



Even_ in -the category where you would expect to -find something,
_

-1-Findings from a Research Study of a, Management Related item,"

the best--repdrts. did--not indeed deal with cost irk a_forthright cr
particulazly accurate way. There' have, ,however, been exceptions

to that in the past and I will cite some of, those.

-Ther are two school systems = that I know of, and I'm sure

there are others, who have beentrying to deal creatively and

intensively =with this issue of costs system-wide, =and relating

costb to evaluation; In the Montgomery -County School District,

where Steve _Frankel has the accounting function under him -as well

as the functions that are more traditionally. in R&D-unitsy-there

has been careful and effective attention to cost analysis in

evaluation. While- Larry Barber was there, the Eugene School

District also worked in this area effectively; They did some

studies 'that actually involved savings of $250,000 or-more-a- year-

to the system. These `studies had to do with such things as
j

different kinds of- :fuels and choices between employment-of aide
,------

and other instructional support personnel. So it's. not im --

si Alble. to do_ seful work that deals with the relationship of costs.

to outdomes1 and informs decision makers in a timely way. Such

work affects -decisions that trim support budgets and thus free

e resources to' affect kids directly. .

The last thing I did to check out my impression of the

impoverished_ state of cost analyses and evaluation was to l k

a publication which some of you are- familiar with, which is
('

Research_&nd_Evaluaton Studies_from Large_School Systems, an

annual ERIC publication that runs about two years behind current

practice. The only entry here (out of thousands) that comes

under the- heading of cost-effectiveness is a cost study' of year-,

round schools that wa!'s priMarily in accounting. Thus,

basically find one report out of thousands of resear9h and

evaluation studies i.wlaich were submitted by large school systems

that explicitly dealt with 'cost. -I think we can take it as the

fact tht not a lot of viork or at least not a lot of good work,

ing done in this- area but that there are examples -that show

it is possible.



One_exlanation_for why -we in evaluation units have not:been_-

taking the lead ingettingsuch work:done:incledes-the-fact-that --

Most evaluators and-directcirs_of-evaluation Borne out of-an

-educational paychology-Or_an educational_administration back- u-
.

grOundi_where there has_been little concern Toricost. They

didn't-teach rne a whole -lot about cost malysis when I-was study

,ing educational pschology measurement and evaluation at the

University-of-Pennsylvania.
,

But earlier when I was atpenn's

S.

Wharton School-of Business and Finance doing a dual major in ,

systems engineering and operations research with the- ire School

of Engineering, that's about all they ever talked about besides

circuits.

Another explanation is that educational research and

evaluation units are` usually aligned with the instructional andu_
-( direct instructional support units, both philosophically and

orgnizationally, in terms of mission and goals, rather than

the business side of the organization. That's pretty much an

unknown territory. Organizationally, we hardly ever sit down and

talk to the business peoplq._ =We don't even know_what'they do,

and that's where cost can most readily be dealt with, as Zeno was

pointing cat. This doesn't mean that instruction doeprO_t cost

money. It just means that we don't have as many people well-'

dined and-conscious of cost on our side of- the street. All you

have to do is look at typical school district organization

charts, and you will see that this is the case.

-:Finally, the concern .for costs in education-has been-linked

with econometric modeling and with the development and applica

tion of the Program Planning and Budgeting (PPB) method that had

its heydey in the mid-60s and early 70s. This was sparked_

partially by some international concern by UNESCO,and trio

Organization for Cooperatve Educational Development that did

have some success in using, cost at a national and international

level, and doing some policy planning. However, there wasn't a

lot of follow-through in the attempts to apply econometrics, and

not a of success and rewarding feedback from those atteMpts,



so as we -moved into the mid-70s, a lot of us who had been

involved in that- got very disenchanted with it.

At this point I want to quote what I think is a very simple,

and yet useful, definition of cost-effectiveness analysis to

illustrate why I think 're struggling getting to this-idea of

cost-effectiveness, and where, we have to be instead; This is

from Mark Thompson's_ book on benefit cost analysis for program

evaluation, which doesn't apply solely to education, but is a

good survey of the applicaton to social science in general.

Mark's definition of cost-effectiveness analysis is "evaluating a

decision alternative, first of all by making all aspects

co-measurable in money terms, or in terms of some other single

unit:" The keynote there is co-measurabilty of outcomes.

Really, - really tough. Measurability, maybe. Co-measurability,.

probably not. And then comparing the two dimensions of impact?

That's exactly where the dilemma is. Can we measure either cost=

or bSnefit?'HOW-d0.'We'deVelbp.useful omeasureS7 That iS,'11_

Can we reduce educational outcomes _kind of coimnon mete

gfmoney7or_Another underlying_metric._

I want to illustrate how little I think the field has moved-

in this regard by quoting something that I wrote back in about

1969, which was entitled "The Use of Operations Research and

Systems Engineering for Rationalizing the Decision Process in

Educational Systems." This was going .to be the grand synthesis

on that subject. I stopped when it was 80- percent done because I

was -sick of it; and I realized I didn't really need-to do it-for

the degree related reasons I waa'-doing it. On page 74, one of`

points that I made then was that one reason why true explana-

tory or econometric models do not yet exist in education falls

k on the, by now, familiar problemof the back of an explana-

tory theory of leatping. gets to the benefit side of the

dilemma. If our dependent -variable is econbmic well-being, and

our independent variable is dollars entering into a school

system, no true explanatory cost-effectivenessmodel can be built

without two submodels: one that yields the effect of funds

transformed into teachers, materials, and space in the learning



process, and another that yields the effect of that increased

learning on individual and societareconomic utility. To put it

succintly, we don't even know how to measure learning, and there-

fore, it's very difficult to.pinppint comprehensive relationships

of benefits (learning) tp costs.

Finally,_ let me give.a brief description of sone of the

things that we're doing Portland in the area'of6cost-

effectiveness and evaluation. The first thing I'd .say at thiS

point is that cost remains frustratingly difficult to measure

accurately, comprehensively, and co-measureably in educational

organisAtions. To give- you an example, we've been doing an

evaluation of computer use e schools in Portland for two

years, for which there is an apparent budget allocation this year

of almost three-quarters of a_milliondollars. The "real" budget

allocation, however, is that amount, plus whatever building

principals and program leaders are allocating from their Chapter

l and other discretionary sources of funding, in order to deal

with the pressure that they're getting from the community and the

staff =to have computers. The agenda is equitable' hardware

--d-istribution-r-ather--thanffective learning at this point and

even at that the budget is difficult to ferret out, much less_

real costs and the benefits.

TStill on the cost side, bUt getting away from budgetsi we

have costs that we could objectify, like. the cost cf. hardware,

the software and the staff development, but then there are

- hidden -costs and-opportunity costs. The opportunity-cost-is-an

economic notion that have to deal with when we deal with costs

comprehensively. The opportunity cost represents other things

that those dollars ara not being spent for, like additional

teachers, rery:aides, and things like,that. The budget is bot-

an,'Accurate mirror of'the-reality of what is being spent,

'although we,alwayemork.to.try to 'make it so. .50 donit ever.b0.,

deluded when you're tryingtodpan analysis of coststhat you've

got an adequate handle on. it When:you_have merely the budget



Benefit, or effectiveness, as _I've already said,

tougher to measure= For instance in an area like Chapter 1

have short-term and long-term personal, system and societal

nefits. We typically= focus on a subset of the personal, short-

term benefits, which is achievement gains. But what about the
-

anges and gains -for the system, and then the changes and .gains=

;for society, both short-term and long - term? I'm thinking of

things like long-term health consequences, impact on crime retest-,

elfects =on otherwise disadvantaged children, and effects on

numbers of people on welfare.

My -conclusion is that if costs are difficUlt to measure

accurately, comprehensibly, and co-measurably, benefits are'

almost impossible to measure at this point in education. Someof

them are even difficult to define7' that's_ why we find cost-

benefit or cost-effectiveness analysis difficult to do.

In spite of thp gloomy picture painted above as an evaluation

department in Portland, and as a district, there are three things

that we have been doing that show concern for and some progress

ire the area of cost-effectiveness in education. First of all, we

bring our skills as evaluators to the district budget making and

communicating process, and also to other cost related policy

arenas such as school closures and consolidations. Reports of

Wiese activities are to be found in documents such as my article

on Managing School Districts in a Decade of Decline. This report

ocuments how wewent.about using objeCtive information related

to programs during a two-year budget- reduction process so that we

could use coat-effectiveness information to help decide what

programs to eliminate.or reduce when we were in Our last major

period of contraction.

Secondly, as a district we also occasionally do evaluations

primarily focusep on cost, Comparisons. I'm'thinking for instance

-of a-study that the transportation people did on the relative

utility of propane versus regular gas. The study resulted in a

conversion of some 50 vehicles to'propane, with a savings to the

-stem of $100,000 a year. Another study led the-useOf-:



computerized transporation assignment systems, using algorithms

coming cut of the- operations research simplex method. This

effort is resulting in a savings of over $1,000,000 a year.

In recognition of my belief that management and cost studies

are the direction evaluation departments must take in the future

in order to continue to justify our existence, I recently hired

somebody from the, risk management side of our organization, which

happens to be the business management side, as an evaluation

cialist. Right now he has another assignment, but one of his

long-term goals is to build better bridges between his former.

colleagues and us. That's the way to do cooperative_anything--
.

bring in someone from the other side, or else go over'to

er side yourself.

Finally, as a department we do program evaluations which

treat the.issue of relative costs descriptively. For instance

in our evaluations of alternative schools, at least we have tried

to get at the per-student cost and the per-unit of instruction

cost of each of ttxesn various education programs. We're also

trying-look -at the cost-benefit side of-things-in our third year

evaluating computer use in the schools.

Those are examples of at least the kinds of cost related

'things that we get into chool system and its evaluation

t, and our struggles to deal effectively with costs and

benefits. The last thing I want to say is abbut Jana's report.

1 thought it dealt well with cases and reports where costs were

the primary focus, and I especially appreciated the fact that the

cases did deal well with.the merely descriptive stuff. Before we

move'up that hierarchy, our goal must be to again describe the

costs accurately, comprehensiblY and co-measurably, so that the

cost of this alternative program is in the same metric as the

cost of that program; not what their budget says, for example.

And, then having done that, we can get into feasibility, compar-

ing those co-measurable costs with a co-measurable limit, and we

can get into utility, effectiveness, and benefit. The first job

just to work on good descriptive techniques. The development



workbookr-a-workshopi or-anylielps to-that end-would-b

appreciated by local,- and, I think, state. systems.

Of greater intereat, perhaps, would be a study of .the use of

cost- effectin= evaluations and licies= analyses--

oak at th06-1 Where-cost-was not the primarydoncern, bdt

it wma dealtwith helpfully._ In evaluation -we don't

lly primarily set out to evaluate costs. What we need to

learn to do is just that; we need to learn how to deal with costs

when our main job isn't to deal with costs. Again, I-think a

ood source of that would be the general literature, the American'-

Educational Research Association Division H awards documents the

RAS studies of the large school systems (in ERIC) -and -other

sources. The study could provide examples oewhat's been done,

and been done well, and then extrapolate some models and proce-

dures for doing more of what has been successful.

Some of my conclusions are that as evaluators, we-hive a _

oral and educational and probably survival obligation to at

least describe costs accurately, comprehensibly, and in compara-.

ble metrics. Vie have _to realize _that that _is not easy and we,

need to work, at the same time, to extend the range of projected

Measures of educational outcomes,and the range of less objective

measures. It is pathetic to me that most of our decision making

about effectiveness, when we do it in my school district and

probably most other places, is based on measures of basic skills

achievement, and that alone. This seems to be true of the whole

body of research on educatienal effectiveness, particularly the

effective schools research. We as evaluators simply must begin

to move more aggressively and assertively into creation of better

and more standard measures of effectiveness outside basic skills.

There is a regional cooperative being mounted in Oregon now,

_With leadership in the state department in the area of science
-
measurement, that. I,think -will be a goOd'model of how we can move-

into other subject areas-. There has also been some work in

higher-order thinking and problem solving done by our district's

gifted and talented people. By cooperating with the state



department in some other districts, we went outside traditional

= subject- measurement and into otherikinds-of,MeasureMent.

-- -Only after we've_figured-ont how to- measure -costs acCuratelY,-

fter we have better and more comprehensive measures of

effects, can we.worry about interrelating them into cost-

effectiveness_studies.

neral Discussion

--
Question: First of. all, I'd like= t thank all of you for

participating on this panel. -A comment that I'd like to make:

Bob mentioned that there are-two groups of people. I think I'd

separate the economists as another group, as they seem to be a

separate group, besides the accountants and evaluators.

economists are the ones that work on methodology. As one looks

back over several years, it seems to me there has been a big

evolution from the evaluation side, from the educational

adMinistration side, and from the accounting side, in terms of

looking more at the costs and at the effects. The things that

haven't changed much at all are the methOdologies. The general

methodologies of cost-benefit analysis or of cost-utility

analysis are the same ones that were written about 25 years ago.

It seems to me we need help from economists who will be a little

more sensitive to -the fact= that their methodologies cannot

necessarily be held up as the ideal, if they don't fit. -We need

some help from them about either how their methodologies can get

better, how they might change, or something. It-would seem -to =ii

that some evolution is needed there,-as s4e11.

Answer: I don't personally see anything either in econom

theory or methodology that could not be,aPPliad appropriately to

decision making,ln edUcation at various levels. What I see is

sloyfaness of definition, sloppiness of description, and poor

measuring that makes it impossible for us to use those theories

measures. _That's where I think the real task is Dollars are

easy to count, and learning is. hard to count.



A
uestion: -I hear the reviewof-the work thatilas gone on; I

where the existing methodologies =apply in service areas where

you can count bodies transported. But you don't-have the

industrial contacts in education, ere are just a narrow band

of places where the -cost - analysis methodologies apply I think

it's methodOlogical weaknesses as much as our failing to liveup

to the standards of assumptions behind- the methodology.

Answer: As you were.talking about methodologies, the thing

that game to me, from the point-of-view of the manager, is that I

would really like to know abtut product options-of cost-analysis

efforts. there is something that needs some attention, it is

perhaps a handy-dandy notebook of information on products. An

analyst brirds-tomething and you say "No, that's'-not'quite what I

want. _Why_don!t_you try this?" And_you'atart_tomassage it;__

it's a slow process and as a result, the methodologies have

get changed. .lt -see ms to me t you should be able to describe

thd farm and way it would be delivered. Wow, given that final

product, the evaluator would know the alternative methodologies

that would -be. available and could move ahead. -My plea is that
.

you shouldn't just'thinkabout the-Methods. Pity the poor usert

Answer: I'd like to take a stab at the question. I.wonder

one of the problems with what's happened is.,that the bulk of

economists' attention in thearea of education.has been focused

on the school finance movement: how we distribute funds to -

schools, rather than how schools spend those funds. A large

piece of that work has attempted.to prove that if you spend more'

money, you get better results, largely through obnoxiously large

and incoherent productivity function equations which'try to show

that one of the important factors in student outcomes is addi-

tional expenditures. 'What we largely try to do : -is 'take a model

that works when the outcome is dollars and apply-it to something

ere the outcome is people and abilities, or learning. To date
P

there has not been a lot of success in attempting to -.find some

her measure that works well. One of the problems is that a

llsr.is n dollar...minus inflation'. People start with differ-

nt levels of ability anclare impacted by so many things along
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the way that it is very difficult to compare what I got out of 12

years of school with what my next-door neighbor did, cause of

so many impacts that may have affected us. Methodologies haven't

found ways to measure and control for thad

Answer: we are not a production industry. We are a service

industry. A' concept of productivity has merit for the way we

look at things, as long as it is coupled with effectiveness and

impact td measure and monitor the changes in the populations we

intend to serve. We can also measure changesin the delivery of

service, and fOr a service industry that should he a part of ou

accountability.

Answer: Harriet Talmadge, in the most recent Encyclopedia of

Educational Research has an article on evaluation of programs

a makes °a very-similar point- that -l- think- is worthwhile, about

the benefit-Cost perspective in evaluation programs. She catego-.

rises the perspectives we bring to valuing, which is, of course,
.

what evaluation is about, and identifies the benefit-cost

perspective as only- one of many. If we were building a model of

the world from the point of view of an evaluator, we would have ai

set of arrows coming in that are valuing points of view.

them is the social politidal,:then-there's:the. perponali, the-

longrange, and short- range. The Wit- benefit perspectiveja

there,:and because of some of these methodological Struggles,

just'haven't.beenable to bring that Veining point of view to

bear on educational decision making very well, yet. - But I think

,can. It'anot just by looking toetonomicSAnd their mathe

matical models and'systens,.log-delinear equationsi'dynamic

programming, etc. Ve,can look beyond'that, just with :common

sense. If we couldjust display costs. accurately at the sane
`.

time we display gains and oucomes we'd be happier and better

decision takers.

estion: As I listened to the presenters, I was-.struck by

the:themes that emerged from eachbne of them. Bob said that we

ought to provide information or get information from the building

level. I liked what Send said "We need to evaluate alternatives

before we implementyou can't just implement a program without



king at it. Experiment." in termt of costs, what-I think

begin to do at the building level is to compare costs, do

tif" analysis, and generate some alternatives. With the
.

advent of microcomputer's, it seems to me that some of-_the

interesting and fascinating things to do are'directed at the

manager: "What if we buy computers and-enlarge class size?" and

"What if we do this?" That's where we could= do- of the

analysis rather than obtaininLactual'effectiveness measures.

Answer: There'll probably be a labeiratory created here in

the city forthat kind of thing, if you're seriously interested

in pursuing it. We are considering reinstituting =a program

called the.Znstructional 1mProvement Fund in-the Portland system,

which will create .a pool of- 'monies accessible to people at the

building level. To apply for the monies will be a fairly

uncomplicated application process: a mini-grant process.

is a one-page form to be filled'out, which tells what the

proposed outcomes are, the benefits to students, how to evaluate

it, what the school is going to do and what it will cost. The

decision-making process to evaluate those proposals would

Oonstitute-a laboratory in which we could look at the process by

which people in the ,buildings decide what was ,a reasonable cost

for an improvement, and at the process we use at the central
,

level tortrade off among those things would also be interestingl'

if you can find a focub for th esearch; you have late

available.

I'dI'd -to suggest-that the -other-oresenters take a

look at some of the kinds of decision areas districts face, and

some .of the kinds of processes at work in-the schools. We've

-heard two or three of them here this morning. l think the

program review process Beaverton has is exemplary. l think the

reduction process Portland has is exemplary. l think that the

program change objective concept with your program improvement,

Walt, is exemplary. Those are neat ideas others could use to

modify fOr tlisir own Use.



There are some interesting-issues that came out of Colbrado

to help shape priorities in the time of fiscal'constraint and

reduction. How do you weigh-different kinds of programs? How do

you order them? it seems to me that those kinds of issues would

be very useful to both the practitioner and the researchers.
ti

Question: Part of what we've been looking at is the forMal,

comparative, cost-effectiveness study per se, doing it sort of as

a set-aside, separate formal activity. -What percent of the

problems that you encounter represent a formal study where

writing a final report would be worth the trouble and time that

would take =to do it? Are we talking about half of these

cases, five percent of the_se r cases, or what?
0
Answer: don't know what you mean by "these cases.

-- 2aestionlzYou=just-went through a ole-series-of -topics,

under which me need to be doing better cost-analysis work._ We

seem to generally agree that there's a lot to be done there.

Part of what we're looking at, and part of what the economists

are talking about is stand-alone, formal, comparative studies of

PrograM alternatives: what the evaluators talk about when they,

talk about randomized field experiments in evaluation--a full-

blown approach where you really need to put everything into it.

One thing our program is trying to assess' is what kids_ of needs

are out there, and for what kinds of cost work? Se, for this

formal, full-blown type of study, 'what percent of the time when

you have cost problems woul this kind-of a study be a reasonable

alternative to be considered?

er: l erience -has indicated to Me as we worked our way

through an intensive review of any program that:there were a

numhe things needed. One was time. We had to narrow down

the scope of:of program we- would take a look at in those terms. We

legitimized this the observation that we make few fundamental

changes to begin with. Most of the time we.just diddle around,

and life goes on to put in pedestrian terms. So, if we're

really going to make a sistantive. impact, why not take the

time? Why not pour the resources to it, and focus and concen-

trate on a particular area, which would include the kind of
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cost data and comparison that we're talking about. Maybe, as a

result of ttt, you'd make little or no change for other_keasous.

NeVertheless, I thinkit is worth narrowing the scope and

attention,_ recognizing that you can't solve all of the questions

in all of the areas, as you might need to.= You may even have

some short-term survival things you have to do, like cut all of

the programs by two percent. You're going to do that anyway,

just to stay alive. Ny point is that'i thihk it useful and

necessary to take time if 're talking about good, descriptive

cost data, comparisons of the development of the tools,'techr

niques and formats for displaying it, etc. It can have a

substantial impact.

-One of the interesting things I founde-i-athat people are

-hungry-to-pin-a-decision-an something-which-is very-quahtifiablei-_
.

and our school closing decisions would be an example of this. We

have seven basic criteria of this, two of'which really can be

demonstratable' in highly qualifiable terms. One is economics

operation, and the other has to do with demographics. After Is

all said and done, the decisions are usually legitimized. The

point is, the attention the people give the criteria is probably

disproportionate to the credit they get in making the overall

decisions. So we run that danger; that's possibly what Don was

talking about. Once you get the data disPlay and work with it,

you can see it and can compare. It's just, like looking at, basic

achievement datavyou walk right in on it_and forget_about_every-
,

thing else. Frankly, that's a problem we've run-into in some of

these cases, where we've done a pretty decent job of breaking out

the costs and comparing them.

uestion as to the level of cost-analysis

technology and if it's worth the effort, can be compared to open

heart surgery. We know tha all surgeons don't do open heart

surgery, and the incidence of such surgery in normal surgical

practice is not high. I'm sort of asking that kind of question

-about cost-effectiveness analysis. Yes, we all need to do better

cos t work, to use it more, etc., but how many of us really ought

to be doing the,formal'stuff And hoW Many,timeswoultlwe use



_Once-a year,-once-a month? What's it-worth_to learn n-a

to do cost-analyses? It's a costly, time consuming activity.

uestion: If I heard Walt correctly, the broader and more

tieing need involves display techniques-lor describing

costs before you even think about the cost-effectiveness

-analysis. I'd be interested in hearing from Larry how much of

his training as an economist was necessary for most of these

--,studies, because most of Emt axe cost description studies.

Answer: Most of them are cost-description_studies, so the

need for special training is limited. Uowever, the more detailed

we got into the _post description,- the mote the special training.

-became -necessary. The most detailed cost descriptions are

Studies 1 and la, which are the transportation studies. The

other studies, particularly the discussion-of one of the-two--

feasibility studies, come in for some severe criticism because of

the nature of the cost, which is probably, at best, superficial.

Question: It seems that this is where an accountant's point

f view is :co tant.

Answer: To ascertain what the components of the costs_ are,

yes. There are other more so

brought-Up. For example, the issue of opportunity costs--if we

buy a computer, what are we giving up in the way of sides text-

jested issues, though, as Walt

books, r library resources? What kind of a period of comparison

do we,adequately use?

uestion: Mick, I think -your question ise_ills cost-

effectiveness analysis cost-effective?" Because of some of-the

things that were said today, the-real question ought to be under

what conditions is it, cost-effective? 'And I heard from each o

you different ideas about when it might very well be

cost-effective. Zeno's first comment about instructional

ramming and Suppor °grams doesn't explain everything

it was one key element- If you know something about methodolo-

gies in different areas, you know why it's easier to do

cost-effectEveness studieV within areas of transportation, etc.

There's not a lotinf disagreement about that.



The second observation-is that.there- were a number of

comments about the rationality of organizations. Comments ranged

from the view that organizations-may be foiced to be rational

use of cost-analysis models to the view that organizations are

inalterably irrational and loosely coupled. The saving grace of

Of-dOnr-serls the concept-of-bounded irrationality,

which means there are situations in which rational models may

work reasonably well. I think helpful guidance can be drawn out

f what each of you suggested about the conditions under which

cost-effectileness analysis might be rooted.

1 iaye to take issue with Walt's comment that the emphasis
J

_should be placed on the development of measures. Improving the

quality of.outcome measures, improving the quality of cost

estimates, is a very costly'ictivity itself and may not always be

worth the effort. agree that measurement development repre-

cents a challenge to doing cost-effectiveness analysis, but

evaluations that require a lard investment up front in order to

even get a study off the ground may not be worth the money. Many

of the things that Larry's involvtd in, and Don talked about,

.seemed to be immediately more cost-effective because they were

based on readily accepted measures of outcome.

Answer: I'd like to react tothe question that ick asked.

First of all, it's obvious that there is a tension

sion in an analysis versus the-quick and dirty. I hope we doe

ever lose the quick-and dirty. 1 think we'd be surprised at the

kind -of value for us to be-able-to-have someone go off in a

corner and reflect about a problem so that the decision maker

ill not be bombarded by data .when facing a'tough decision.1

between.precl-

I

Cost-effectiveness analysis is Ohe of the instruments in our

tool chest. 1 hope,.becauSe it has a lot Of, visibility and power

n.ter of a major or large-scale decision we won't forget

these other -tools we've examined. It seems to e:that'one of our

the capacity of our managers getting.' them to use the

it is prepared; One of the things that came home-to

spring's project was the fact'that.lf-peOple have



access to Someone else's analysis, they'll borrow d'adait

for their own use, which provides both power and efficiency.

We went around the state and ran into district after distric

that had a copy of the Beaverton study on buses and adopted it

for their own use. We had some very small districts that

Wucally would not be expected to conduct this kind of study,

but they felt reasonably comfortable about the decisions they

were making'based upon-the Beaverton analysis. My concern is,

Can people use it?-and, Do they know where to get samples? My

last point is 'that, generally, local'school systems can't handle

very many analysis at a time, becauSe of lack-of staff. There

must be ways we can share and stretch our resources.

wer: Nick, you asked for percents of the need for formal

loost-effect veness analyses f would guess that, right now, if

you think of a model of district decision making, for about 5 to

15 percent of decisions we make, cost comparisons are of para-

mount concern. These would be situations where we're looking for

the least expensive alternative, given some plan of action that

comes up to minimum requirements. We have a business-agenda at

every board meeting every two weeks that includes a list of 100

decisions that we made, such as- whether to buy this kind of

aluminum coating for $28,000 versus this kind for $35,000,

because it met minimurrspecs or what is the least expensive way

run those buses. We know we're. going to run them. We know

how many kids we have to, carry. We have a policy that tells all

of that; we just want the cheapest way to do it.

What l would guess, though, is that if w looked at the

degree which those decisions were being made, based on careful

well-designed, well-planned studies of one sort or another, i

would be a fraction of them. And if we looked at the percent of-

those in which-the R&D unit of the district was an active and

helpful partner or leader of the-process, it would be an even

smaller fraction. l think this is going to have to expand within

the next five years, or else we're going to find fewer than the

800 R&D units we now have in the 16,0001 school-districts in-'the

country.



The next thing I'd.look- at would be cost studies or decisions

n which costcomparisons are significant. I would guess tha
that would take up the next 60 to 85 percSnt of the decisions we

_make for our board, fora -total between 50 and 80 percent of the

decisions. Those are things where we'rere looking at alternative
education, or educational support programs or actions that have

differing 'cost implications and effectiveness levels, such as our

CAI study. The primary question isn't how much the CAI Cost.

The question is, how can we most effectivaly implement computers

and other high technology in the schools, but we want to use cost

as a prism on that.

The last thing.- _is_that there are another 15 to 35 percent of

cases in which cost comparisons are not very significant. This

would be a case when we 're given pre-allocated funds, and- we re

asking which is the most effective program. The funds are

pre-allocated, so the key issue here is effectiveness and not

costs. These are the deciSions supported more or less and that

of those I'd say R&D units are probably making a larger

contr ibution._ _

er: spite the glory of cost-effectiveness analysis--I

see little or no need for it this time. It seems to me that

s. 're going to develop it, would like to see the descrip-
,

tions of costs and program effects at a building level, and

that's quite different from cost and 'effect analysis. 1 think we

have a big specter on the horizon, however, and this is going to

come from the federal government in Circular 102,--that will be

followed by federal auditors in the very near future. They're

going to say we should do what they call "efficiency audits," and

they will do, audits of financial expenditures. rut they also

intend to do program effects audits, and try to relate to them.

I. don't know how many of you have been through that kind of

horrendous behavior. We did one here_ at the Lab. To give you

idea of how ludicrous they've become that time we were

developing several Alaskan readers), a questionnaire was sent to'

all of the teachers -in WaShington, Oregbn, Idaho, Montana and

Alaska to see how many had heard about the Alaskan ieaders.



was reported as part of the effectiveness that not many of, the
teachers had heard of -them. The implementation' through- the _

auditing world of- this type of audit is going: to cause us tremen-
dous problems unless we are able to have a data base to say _"Elere
are the effects, and, here are the costs" descriptively, if in no
other way. Is anyone else =afraid about Circular 102?

-__-__swar: Probabli thati coupled -with- the single --audit
=concept, can bring us right to our knees-so we- can't do -anything.

=Question: What is -a -single aud!t?
Answer :.liheir:__parne in and do it all.: --y get you all

once--the whole pig.


